Current collectors

5 and 6 positions

7 and 8 positions

9 and 10 positions

11 and 12 positions

13 and 14 positions
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Title: Tap-Changer VUCGL

VUCGLN XXXX/450-600 Short/III

Revision: A

Order: 5-18 Pos

Document no.: 1ZSC004162-AAE
ADDITIONAL DRAWINGS:

Connection Diagrams: See Technical Guide UC
Mounting on active part: 54920103-1
Accessories: 54920103-2
Motor Drive BUL: 54830001-1
Motor Drive BUE: 54830001-2 or -3
External Drive Shaft: 54920083-4
Pressure Relay: 54920083-2
Bevel Gear: 54920083-1